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The Role of Absorption Cooling for Reaching 
Sustainable Energy Systems 

 
 
Abstract 
The energy consumption is continuous to increase around the world and with that 
follows the demand for sustainable solutions for future energy systems. With 
growing energy consumption from fossil based fuels the threat of global warming 
through release of CO2 to the atmosphere increases. The demand for cooling is 
also growing which would result in an increased consumption of electricity if the 
cooling demand was to be fulfilled by electrically driven cooling technology. A 
more sustainable solution can be to use heat-driven absorption cooling where 
waste heat may be used as driving energy instead of electricity. 
 
This thesis focuses on the role and potential of absorption cooling in future energy 
systems. Two types of energy systems are investigated: a district energy system 
based on waste incineration and a distributed energy system with natural gas as 
fuel. In both cases, low temperature waste heat is used as driving energy for the 
absorption cooling. The main focus is to evaluate the absorption technology in an 
environmental perspective, in terms of reduced CO2 emissions. Economic 
evaluations are also performed. The reduced electricity when using absorption 
cooling instead of compression cooling is quantified and expressed as an increased 
net electrical yield.  
 
The results show that absorption cooling is an environmentally friendly way to 
produce cooling as it reduces the use of electrically driven cooling in the energy 
system and therefore also reduces global CO2 emissions. In the small-scale 
trigeneration system the electricity use is lowered with 84 % as compared to 
cooling production with compression chillers only. The CO2 emissions can be 
lowered to 45 CO2/MWhc by using recoverable waste heat as driving heat for 
absorption chillers. However, the most cost effective cooling solution in a district 
energy system is a combination between absorption and compression cooling 
technologies according to the study.    
 
Absorption chillers have the potential to be suitable bottoming cycles for power 
production in distributed systems. Net electrical yields over 55 % may be reached 
in some cases with gas motors and absorption chillers. This small-scale system for 
cogeneration of power and cooling shows electrical efficiencies comparable to 
large-scale power plants and may contribute to reducing peak electricity demand 
associated with the cooling demand.  
 
Language: English 
Keywords: Absorption cooling, trigeneration, district cooling, humidified gas engine, waste heat  
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Objectives of this thesis 
 
Finding sustainable solutions for the future energy system is a great challenge for 
everyone involved. Absorption cooling is an example of a sustainable solution 
where waste heat may be used to produce cooling. The objectives of this thesis are 
to identify the role of absorption cooling technology in a future energy system. 
The use of low temperature waste heat as driving heat in the absorption chillers is 
a condition for the studies performed in this thesis. The absorption technology are 
investigated in two kinds of energy systems with low temperature waste heat: 
district heating systems with waste incineration in Sweden and distributed systems 
consisting of humidified gas engines fuelled with natural gas located in Europe. 
The analysis is made with a system perspective and the absorption chiller is not 
investigated on a component level.  
 
The main focus is to evaluate the absorption technology from an environmental 
perspective, in terms of reduced CO2 emissions. The combination of absorption 
cooling and compression cooling is investigated in the district heating system, both 
from an economical and environmental perspective. The influence of electricity 
price and the price of waste destruction is also included in the study. In the 
distributed system different combinations of trigeneration systems are analyzed, 
with regards to reduced CO2 emissions and economics. The reduced electricity use 
when using absorption cooling instead of compression cooling is investigated in 
the distributed system and expressed in terms of an increased electrical yield.  
 

1.2 Thesis outline 
 
This thesis presents the results from work published in appended Paper I through 
III.  From an overall analysis of these results, the potential for absorption cooling 
technology to be an important part in a sustainable energy system is assessed. 
  
Chapter 2 gives a background to the topic; the increased demand for cooling is 
discussed together with the concept and use of absorption cooling. A brief 
overview of previous studies is given and the contribution of present work is 
presented. Chapter 3 describes the methodology used in the appended papers. The 
estimation of CO2 emissions and the concept of electrical yield are also discussed. 
Chapter 4 summarizes the study of absorption cooling in a district heating system, 
based on Paper I. The production of both cooling and heating with absorption 
technology is also discussed. Chapter 5 summarizes the studies of absorption 
cooling in a distributed system based on Papers II and III. Chapter 6 gives a 
concluding discussion and chapter 7 presents the conclusions of the thesis work. 
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Suggestions for future work are given in chapter 8. References and nomenclature 
can be found in chapters 9 and 10, respectively.   
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2 Background 
 
Utilizing low-grade heat, such as waste heat for example, to produce a large 
amount of the world’s cooling demand is desirable from a sustainability 
perspective. Below a background is given in terms of the rising cooling demand 
connected to the problem with increased emissions of fossil fuel-based CO2. 
Incentives for heat driven cooling and its advantages and disadvantages towards 
vapor compression cooling are discussed. A short update of the use of absorption 
cooling in Sweden and in the world today is given. Studies that previously have 
investigated environmental and economical benefits of absorption cooling are 
summarized and the chapter ends up in the contributions of the present work in 
this thesis.  

 

2.1 Increased cooling demand and its potential impact on the 
global CO2 emissions 

 
The demand for cooling has been increasing around the world during recent 
decades and is continuing to expand according to several studies [IIR, 2005]. With 
a growing cooling demand to fulfill, the electricity consumption will also increase 
since electrically driven compression chillers produce the main part of the cooling 
today. Refrigeration and air-conditioning presently account for about 15 % of the 
worldwide electricity consumption [IIR 2005, Lucas 1998].  
 
With an increased energy consumption around the world follows the demand for 
sustainable energy solutions. The global consumption of electricity was about 
13300 TWh in the year 2001 and it is expected to nearly double over the next two 
decades [EIA, 2004]. The largest increase is expected in the developing countries 
where the use of electricity is not yet as well established as in the industrialized 
world. With increased electricity consumption follows the question of how the 
electricity production will be attained and what the environmental consequences 
will be. Today, 65 % of the consumed electricity is produced with fossil-based 
fuels of which the greater part is coal [EIA, 2004]. Countries with the largest coal 
reserves (i.e. USA, China, India, Germany and Poland) have electricity markets 
dominated by coal. In the prognosis made by the Energy Information 
Administration there is no reduction in the use of coal in the future and the figures 
for 2025 shows a 40 percent use of coal for electricity production [EIA, 2004].  
 
Coal is the fossil fuel that results in the highest specific CO2 emission in the 
combustion process. CO2  is an important greenhouse gas and an increased 
concentration could cause great effects on global warming in the future. In the 
Kyoto protocol from 1997 the industrialized countries have agreed on reducing 
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the CO2 emissions with 5 % before the year 2012. Countries such as the US and 
Australia have however excluded themselves from this agreement [STEM, 2003]. 
 
The demand for comfort cooling is steadily growing and in USA and Japan more 
than 80 % of commercial and institutional buildings has comfort cooling. In 
Europe the figure is below 50 % but will probably increase [Capital Cooling, 
2005]. The largest cooling demand can be found in countries with a high average 
temperature, but the demand for cooling is also increasing in countries with milder 
climate such as Sweden. The reasons for this growing cooling demand are for 
example the increased use of computers and electronics that need a cold 
environment, more insulation in buildings and also a higher demand for a 
comfortable standard. In a Nordic climate such as Sweden one can say that an 
increased cooling demand is a created need and a luxury aspect. One way to deal 
with the problem is to try reducing the cooling demand; another way is to make 
sure the cooling used is produced in the most environmentally friendly way.  

 

2.2 Incentives for heat-driven cooling 
 
By using waste heat for cooling production the electricity need for compression 
cooling can be reduced. In addition, reduced electricity consumption could lower 
the global CO2 emissions, if the electricity is produced by fossil based fuels. This 
environmental aspect is a heavy incentive for the use of heat-driven cooling.  
 
With a growing cooling demand follows an increased electricity demand, which 
results in a high peak electricity load during the hottest hours of the day. In the 
future, it is likely that large investments in power generating capacity must be done 
in order to handle this increasing peak load. However, if the cooling could be 
produced with waste heat instead this increased electricity consumption could be 
avoided. This is a strong argument for cooling production with waste heat from 
combined heat and power production plants (CHP) [Werner et al, 2002].  
 
The price fluctuations on the electricity market are another argument for the use 
of heat-driven cooling. The Swedish electrical system with low electricity prices 
and production technologies with low greenhouse gas emissions are today part of 
the Nordic electricity market. In 2004, the European electricity market was 
deregulated. Today the European electricity prices are higher than those in 
Sweden. A deregulated market could mean that electricity prices may change and 
that greenhouse gas emissions connected with the use and production of electricity 
will change [Sjödin, 2003]. Such changes may affect district cooling applications in 
Sweden and the use of heat-driven cooling instead of electrically driven would 
reduce the uncertainties connected with the deregulated electricity market.  
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Waste incineration in the district heating systems is increasing in Sweden today. 
During summertime, when the heat demand is low, this results in a large amount 
of waste heat. The combination with a large amount of waste heat in the summer 
together with an increased cooling demand makes the use of heat-driven cooling 
an interesting cooling option for the future.  
 

2.3 Absorption cooling versus vapor compression cooling 
 
An absorption chiller uses heat as driving energy, as compared to vapor 
compression chillers that use electricity. Vapor compression chillers are the most 
commonly used chiller type in the world today. A potential disadvantage with the 
absorption chillers is the low coefficient of performance, COP, which lies 
somewhere between 0.6-0.8 according to literature [Alefeld & Radermacher, 
1994]. This should be compared to the COP of vapor compression chillers’, which 
varies between 2 and 5 depending on the temperature lift.  
 
Another disadvantage for the absorption chiller is the need for external cooling to 
cool the absorber and the condenser. This need is much larger per unit cooling 
effect in absorption chillers as compared to the need in compression chillers. If 
there is no natural heat sink close by, such as a lake or a river, the extra cooling 
tower capacity required for absorption cooling will result in a higher investment 
cost for this technology.  
 
Despite these disadvantages absorption cooling has the potential to compete with 
compression cooling, both economically and environmentally. When using 
absorption chillers instead of compression chillers the consumption of electricity 
may be reduced. If cheap driving heat is available for the absorption chiller, it can 
become a more economical alternative. Also, if waste heat, or heat from a 
renewable source is used, the CO2 emissions will be lowered by the reduced 
electricity consumption. In addition, since water can be used as the refrigerant in 
absorption chillers, the problem with the environmentally harmful refrigerants 
used in vapor compression chillers is avoided.  
 

2.4 Absorption cooling in Sweden and in the world today    
 
Globally, the use of absorption cooling is widely spread. The United States has a 
long history of absorption chillers and even if electrically driven chillers has gained 
market shares, absorption chillers are still used to some extent. The worldwide 
production of large-scale absorption-type heat pumps was about 10 000 units in 
1997 with 44 % in Japan and 35 % in China. Recently, medium sized individual 
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absorption type chillers have also been developed in Japan [Nishimura, 2002]. In 
Europe the market for absorption chillers is increasing. In Italy for example, 84 % 
of the total installed cooling effect are absorption chillers placed locally in the 
energy system [Berger, 2004].  
 
In Sweden, the first district cooling network began operating in Västerås in 1992; 
ten years later district cooling is to be found in 28 different municipalities. The 
cooling produced has been increasing every year since the beginning of the 90`s. In 
2002 about 600 GWh of cooling was delivered in the cooling networks and the 
prognosis for 2010 is 1000 GWh [Svensk Fjärrvärme, 2005]. This could be 
compared to the demand for district heating in Sweden of 56 TWh in 2003 
[STEM, 2004]. 
 
The commonly used technology for district cooling in Sweden is electrically driven 
heat pumps but the installation of heat driven absorption cooling is slowly 
increasing. At present, absorption cooling is installed in five cities (Göteborg, 
Linköping, Umeå, Västerås and Uppsala) with contributions to the district cooling 
network.  
 

2.5 Previous studies 
 
The benefits of using absorption cooling in energy systems have been investigated 
earlier with varying results. When comparing different studies in the area it is clear 
that the results obtained are very dependent on the assumptions made for the 
specific study.  
 
A Swedish study [Nilsson et al, 1998] compared the use of conventional 
compression chillers with absorption chillers; the driving heat for the absorption 
chillers was produced in various ways. The result showed that the use of 
absorption chillers increased the CO2 emissions in comparison with compression 
chillers. The driving heat for the chillers was in these cases produced by oil or 
natural gas and the electricity used for the compression chillers was assumed to be 
produced in Sweden with low CO2 emissions. The study focused on the driving 
heat for the chiller and indicated that the absorption technology could have been 
competitive if the driving heat had been for free and an unlimited resource.  
 
Hondeman [2000] on the other hand showed that absorption cooling was 
competitive with compression cooling depending on the kind of electricity 
production technology, the COP of the compression chiller and if the CHP were 
heat or electricity focused. In this study absorption cooling was contributing to 
lower CO2 emissions if the COP for the compression chiller was lower than 6 in a 
system with electricity-focused CHP.  
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The International Energy Agency has published a report [IEA, 1999] investigating 
if it would be more energy efficient to extract steam from a steam turbine to drive 
heat driven chillers instead of producing as much electricity as possible from the 
turbine and running compression chillers with the produced electricity. The results 
showed that the energy efficiencies of the two options were in the same order of 
magnitude and that the results depended heavily on specific conditions. However, 
the use of waste heat in absorption chillers could save considerable amounts of 
primary energy according to the report. Waste heat was here defined as heat that 
did not reduce the electric output of the CHP.  
 
Rydstrand [2004] defined heat-driven cooling as a thermodynamic shortcut, in 
comparison to first producing electricity in a steam turbine and then using it for 
cooling production. Results showed that fuel was saved through heat-driven 
cooling compared to compression cooling. In the study waste heat from CHP 
fuelled with coal or natural gas was used as driving heat to the absorption chillers. 
Also, absorption cooling coupled to CHP production contributed to a net 
electricity production instead of a net consumption when using compression 
cooling.    
 
Other studies showing the benefits of absorption chillers in a system perspective 
have been presented. A study that combined a small-scale CHP plant with an 
absorption chiller system showed that the emissions of CO2 could be reduced by 
0.1 kg CO2/kWh of cooling as compared to conventional compression cooling 
technology [Riley & Probert, 1998]. This is equivalent to a 40 % reduction in CO2 
emissions per unit cooling. The CO2 emission used here for the calculations was 
990 kg/MWhe.  Maidment et al [1999] investigated CHP including absorption 
cooling for supermarket applications.  In this study, approximately 20 % primary 
energy savings were obtained.  
 

2.6 Contributions of present work 
 
Previous studies indicate a great potential for absorption cooling in the future 
energy system. This thesis further investigates the possibilities for absorption 
cooling in energy systems where low temperature waste heat is used as driving heat 
for the chillers. The role of absorption cooling in two important energy systems is 
studied: a regional district energy system comprising a large amount of waste 
incineration and a distributed gas engine CHP system. The combination of the 
competing cooling technologies absorption and compression cooling is analysed in 
the district heating system. Absorption chillers are also evaluated as bottoming 
cycles in the gas engine system and its contribution are expressed in a net electrical 
yield for the cycle.  
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3 Methodology  

 
The method used in each paper is briefly described below. For further details, see 
the respective chapter and appended papers. The estimation of CO2 is also 
discussed below, and the concept of net electrical yield is defined.   
 

3.1 Paper I  
 
In Paper I, absorption cooling was studied in a district energy system. To analyse 
the combined district heating/district cooling system, a linear programming model 
known as MODEST was used [Gebremedhin, 2000; Henning, 1998]. The 
objective with the model is to minimise the total cost for supplying a given 
demand for cooling and heating, i.e. the system cost. The system cost is calculated 
as the present value of all operating costs in the system and the capital cost for 
investments in new production facilities during a specified time period. The model 
finds the optimal configuration of existing facilities and new investments that gives 
the lowest total cost. The system cost is a relative cost and should only be used in 
comparison with other system costs.  
 
With regards to the cooling and heating, the system boundary for the study was 
limited to the investigated energy system (the municipality). For export and import 
of electricity the system boundary was expanded to northern Europe since Sweden 
is a part of a larger electricity market.   
 
In addition to the calculated system cost, the system’s CO2 emission was also 
calculated in MODEST. The emission of fossil fuel-based CO2 was calculated as 
the sum of all fuels going into the system multiplied by their respective emission 
factors. The emission factors can be found in Paper I. The release of greenhouse 
gases from refrigerant leakage was not considered. The electricity produced in the 
system was calculated with a negative emission factor, since it was assumed to 
replace electricity produced in coal-fired condensing power plants (see section 3.3 
for further details).  

 

3.2 Papers II and III 
 
In Paper II the combination of a humidified gas engine and a low temperature-
driven absorption chiller was investigated. Cooling yield, CO2 emissions and 
economic aspects were addressed. In Paper III the study were expanded to include 
several combinations of gas engines and chiller types. The system studies were 
developed and the concept of net electrical yield (see section 3.4) was further 
investigated, along with reduced CO2 emissions.  
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The systems in Papers II and III were defined as energy systems delivering both 
electricity and cooling. The produced heat was not considered to be used anywhere 
else in the energy system. The system boundary was set to the distributed system 
consisting of engine units, producing electricity and heat, combined with chiller 
units. As in Paper I, the electricity produced was analysed with a broader system 
boundary to allow for import and export to an external power grid.  
 
The fuel for the gas engine was assumed to be natural gas with a constant input. 
The components were treated as “black boxes” with technical data taken from the 
literature. The model calculated the energy flows between the components inside 
the system and details such as pressure drops and heat exchanger area were not 
considered herein.  
 
 

3.3 Estimating CO2 emissions 
 
Reduced CO2 emissions were calculated in all of the three appended papers and 
were used as an indication of the environmental benefits due to the use of 
absorption cooling.  
 
When calculating CO2 emissions it is important to be aware of the simplifications 
and assumptions that are made. There are different models for assessing net CO2 
emissions and none of them will probably give the correct picture of reality 
[Grönkvist el al, 2003]. In this thesis absorption cooling is assumed to reduce 
electricity use in the energy system since the use of electrically driven compression 
chillers is reduced. This reduced electricity usage could lower the electricity 
production somewhere else in the energy system, depending on where the system 
boundary is drawn and the kind of electricity production inside the investigated 
system. In Sweden, most of the electricity produced comes from hydropower and 
nuclear power. But Sweden is also a part of the European energy system with 
imports and exports of electricity to the regions. The electricity produced in 
Europe has to be considered when discussing the marginal electricity used in 
Sweden. In the short term the marginal electricity in Europe today is produced by 
coal-fired condensing power plants [STEM, 2002]. The CO2 emissions from such 
production are approximately 850 kg/MWhe [STEM, 2000]. In the long term 
natural gas-fired power plants could constitute the marginal electricity production 
[STEM, 2002], which would result in changes for the calculated CO2 emissions. 
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3.4 The concept of net electrical yield 
 
To evaluate absorption cooling as compared to compression cooling a net 
electrical yield may be expressed. The amount of produced cooling effect by heat-
driven cooling may be regarded as corresponding to an electricity saving. 
Furthermore when coupling heat-driven cooling to CHP, this saved electricity can 
be regarded as an increase in the electrical yield of the power cycle. By regarding 
absorption cooling as a bottoming cycle and expressing the net electrical yield, 
comparisons can be made with other power producing units. The heat from the 
gas engine is assumed to be waste heat with no other use anywhere else in the 
energy system.   
 
The concept of net electrical yield is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The figure shows a 
calculation example for a gas engine generating power with an electrical efficiency 
of 40 %. The concept is further explained in section 5.3.3 and used in the 
evaluation of trigeneration systems.  
 
    
 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            
         Electrical yield = (400 + 127 - 8) kW  / 1000 kW = 52 % 

8 kW 
electricity

127 kW 
electricity 

380 kW 
cold CC

380 kW 
cold 

450 kW 
heat 

400 kW 
electricity 

1000 kW 
fuel AC CHP 

 
 
Figure 3.1 Illustration of electrical yield when absorption cooling (AC) is used as bottoming cycle 
to a gas engine as combined heat and power production (CHP) 
 
Here, 1000 kW of fuel will result in 400 kW of electricity and 380 kW of cooling.  
When using absorption cooling (AC), 8 kW electricity is needed. Producing the 
same amount of cooling with compression cooling (CC) would require 127 kW of 
electricity (calculating with a COP of 3 for CC). The difference in electricity 
demand is thus saved when the cooling is produced with AC instead of CC. The 
saved electricity adds to the produced electricity from the power production and 
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results in a total amount of produced electricity of 519 kW, which gives a net 
electrical yield of approximately 52 %.  
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4 Absorption technology in a district energy system   
 
 
This chapter examines the aspects of using the absorption technology in a district 
energy system where waste incineration is used for district heating production. The 
study is made for Swedish conditions. The use of heat-driven absorption 
technology is suitable in combination with waste incineration since the demand for 
waste destruction is constant during the year. When the heat demand is low during 
summertime the produced heat could be used as driving energy for an absorption 
chiller for comfort cooling production. 
 
The main part of the work in this chapter is focused on the production of cooling 
(section 4.2), but a multifunctional use of the absorption technology with 
production of both cooling and heating is also discussed (section 4.3). The study 
of cooling production is based on Paper I, and the details of the study may be 
found therein (Paper I was based on an interdisciplinary work from the Program 
Energy System´s Graduate School [Eriksson et al, 2003]). The interaction between 
a district cooling and a district heating network also has a major focus in this 
paper. The following studies have been performed using the modelling program 
MODEST (described in section 3.1).  
 

4.1 District heating with waste heat recovery 
 
Since the year 2002 there is a ban on depositing combustible waste at landfills in 
Sweden, similar regulations are practised in other EU countries. This has resulted 
in an increased use of waste incineration in district heating systems around the 
country, which is expected to continue increasing [RVF, 2005]. A tax on waste 
incineration is also discussed in order to make alternative options for waste 
management more competitive, for example biological treatment and recycling 
[SOU, 2002].  
 
In 2003 there were 28 waste incineration plants in Sweden. The total amount of 
energy from the plants was 9.3 TWh/year, where 8.7 TWh was produced as heat 
and 0.7 TWh as electricity. The heat from waste incineration plants covers about 
15 % of the district heating in Sweden [RVF, 2005].  
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4.2 Absorption and compression cooling in a combined cooling 
and heating system  

 
The demand for cooling in buildings is increasing in Sweden, which has lead to a 
growing interest for establishing district cooling. The cooling network has to be 
integrated with the existing energy system in an optimal way. In Sweden, district 
heating is commonly used in many municipalities, delivering 50 TWh/yr in the 
year 2003 [STEM, 2004]. The cooling demand reaches a maximum level during the 
summer months, while the heat demand is low and vice versa. Due to the seasonal 
variation of the cooling and heating demand an integration of district heating and 
cooling is of great interest.  
 
The most commonly used chiller technology in cooling networks in Sweden today 
is electrically driven compression cooling. Another cooling technology in use is 
heat-driven absorption cooling. The possibility of using heat-driven technology 
could increase with the ban on depositing combustible waste, since the heat 
generated from waste incineration may be used to generate cooling in the 
summertime.  
 
Here, the aim was to examine the most suitable combination of different cooling 
technologies while anticipating future changes in the energy system such as the 
price of electricity and the cost of waste destruction. Absorption chillers and 
compressor chillers can be seen as competing technologies due to their different 
characteristics, but they can also be seen as supplements to each other. The value 
of interaction between the district heating and district cooling system was 
investigated and evaluated concerning costs and CO2 emissions, and was 
compared to the case of separate cooling and heating systems.  

 

4.2.1  Description of investigated energy system 
 
Two municipalities in Sweden, Borås and Skövde, were investigated in a case 
study.  Here, the study on Skövde is presented and discussed. However, the case 
study on Borås is not treated in detail since the results from the two municipalities 
are similar. Some results of the case study on Borås are summarized at the end of 
this chapter, further details can be found in Paper I.  
 
The conditions for the two municipalities are presented in Table 4.1.  
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Table 4.1 Conditions in case studies  
 Borås Skövde 
District heat demand  600 GWh/year 200 GWh/year 
Capacity of planned waste 
incineration plant 

 
2*20 MWsteam 

 
19 MWsteam 

Existing district cooling 
network 

 
Yes 

 
No 

Estimated annual cooling 
demand  

 
14.3 GWh/year 

 
13.5 GWh/year 

Estimated cooling capacity 11 MW 9 MW 
 

 
Both municipalities are planning for waste incineration plants but with different 
capacity. The estimated cooling demand and cooling capacity are forecasted values 
for the two cases with a perspective of 10 years. Investment in new chillers is 
assumed to fulfil the cooling demand.  
 
The energy system studied in Skövde consists of a biofuelled heat plant, oil boilers, 
electric heaters and industrial waste heat. The planned waste incineration plant will 
be used for heat base load and for electricity production. Presently, there is no 
district cooling network in the energy system. Hence, for Skövde only local chillers 
directly connected to the district heating network or the electrical grid have been 
considered.  
 
In Borås the energy system consists of a biofuelled steam plant (producing both 
heat and electricity), oil and gas boilers, electric heaters and heat pumps. The 
planned waste incineration plant will be used for heat base load and will be 
designed to deliver steam to the existing turbines when the biofuel plant is shut 
down for the season. 
 

4.2.2  Scenarios 
 
The study considered how a number of boundary conditions would affect the 
optimal choice of cooling technology. The conditions investigated were the price 
of electricity, cost of waste destruction and the time for the annual maintenance 
shutdown of the waste incineration plant.  
 
The low waste price was the price the municipalities paid for waste treatment in 
the year 2002. The negative price thus indicates that the utility company is paid to 
burn the waste with a resulting income to the energy system. The high waste price 
was used to investigate the sensitivity for increasing waste prices in case of a future 
tax on waste incineration.  
 

The low electricity price was set to the level of the prices in Sweden in the year 
2002 and was varied monthly during the year. The higher price was used to 
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investigate the sensitivity to increasing electricity prices, by some considered a 
likely scenario in a deregulated electricity market.  

 
The waste incineration plant was assumed to be shut down for one month per year 
due to maintenance. The shutdown was varied between summertime (July) and 
springtime (April) to investigate if maintenance could be performed during other 
periods than summer. Normally waste incineration plants are shut down for 
maintenance during summertime when the heat demand is low. When absorption 
cooling is integrated in the energy system, there will be an increased heat demand 
during the summer. 
 
The variables outlined above resulted in eight scenarios of interest that were 
studied in Borås and Skövde, respectively (Table 4.2).     
 
Table 4.2 Scenarios investigated 
 Maintenance shutdown of waste 

plant, summertime (July) 
Maintenance shutdown of waste 

plant, springtime (April) 
Waste Price 
[€/MWhfuel] 

 
-9 

 
0 

 
-9 

 
0 

Electricity Price 
[€/MWhel] 

 
19-33 

 
38-66 

 
19-33 

 
38-66 

 
19-33 

 
38-66 

 
19-33 

 
38-66 

Scenarios 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 
 

4.2.3  Results and discussion 
 

Evaluation of cooling technologies 
Figure 4.1 shows the optimal choice between cooling technologies for each 
scenario applied on Skövde municipality. The overall result was a combination of 
the cooling technologies investigated. In general, absorption chillers were used for 
base load during periods when there was a surplus capacity in the waste 
incineration plant and compressor chillers were used to handle the peak load 
during summer. The cooling effect (MW) was also investigated; absorption cooling 
was selected as base load and compression cooling as peak load (results according 
to Paper I).  
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Figure 4.1 Optimal uses of different cooling technologies for cooling production (GWh/yr) in 
Skövde municipality 
  
The time for shutdown of the waste incineration plant greatly influences the 
combination of cooling technologies. The cooling production by absorption 
chillers was almost doubled when the plant was shut down during springtime 
compared to summertime. This is because more heat from waste incineration was 
then available during the summer.  
 
A low cost of waste destruction would favor the use of absorption cooling 
independently of the level of the electricity price. A high waste price on the other 
hand would increase the importance of the electricity price and increase the use of 
absorption chillers at a high electricity price. 
 
 
Aspects on an integrated system as compared to a non-integrated system 
To be able to investigate the advantages with an integrated district cooling/district 
heating system, a non-integrated energy system was analysed and used as reference. 
In the non-integrated system only compression chillers were used to fulfil the 
estimated cooling demand.  
 
CO  2 emissions 
Figure 4.2 shows the difference in yearly emissions of fossil fuel-based CO2 when 
the integrated system was compared to the non-integrated system, (this figure 
replaces Figure 5 in Paper I). As shown, the CO2 emissions decreased with the 
integrated system. The decrease was largest (2500 tonne/year) when the shutdown 
of the waste incineration plant took place during springtime, also the cases when 
absorption chillers supplied the largest fraction of cooling. The CO2 reduction was 
affected by the replacement of compressor chillers by absorption chillers when 
surplus capacity existed in the waste incineration plant. This reduced the electricity 
needed for cooling and increased the summer heat demand, thus allowing for 
more electricity production during summer in the waste CHP plant. Here this 
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electricity was assumed to replace electricity produced in coal-fired condensing 
plants, in accordance with section 3.3. 
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Figure 4.2 Difference in CO2 emissions (%) when the integrated system was compared to the non-
integrated energy system  
 
System cost 
Figure 4.3 shows the cost difference when the integrated system was compared to 
the non-integrated system. When the waste incineration plant was shut down 
during summer the cost was reduced with 5-15 % when a mix of cooling 
technologies were combined instead of only using compressor chillers. With high 
electricity price and a low waste price (scenario 2) the difference was the largest 
since more absorption chillers would be in use. The results show that it was not 
economical to change the maintenance stop to April to obtain more waste heat 
during summer for absorption chillers. The cost would increase with up to 20 % in 
these scenarios. However, the income for sold heating and cooling has not been 
considered in this analysis. Taking these incomes into account it is possible that a 
shutdown in April could be economical if the income from cooling is larger than 
the income from heating. However, results show that a larger amount of 
absorption chillers would lower the CO2 emissions. A tax, or trade on the 
emissions could then make it profitable to invest in more absorption chillers, 
depending on the tax or price level.   
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Figure 4.3 Cost difference (%) when the integrated system is compared to the non-integrated 
energy system related to cost for cooling 
 
 

In case of a maintenance stop in April, all the lost heat capacity from the waste 
incineration has to be replaced, which was here done with biofuel. A shutdown in 
July means that only a part of the capacity has to be replaced, since the plant was 
running on part load during summer. The total effect was that it became more 
expensive with a shutdown in April. The electricity price did not affect the cost 
since there was no electricity production in the system when the waste incineration 
was shut down in April (since there is no electricity production with the biomass 
plant). In this analysis only shutdown in April and July has been considered but it 
may be possible to find an optimal scheme for shutdown by investigating various 
weeks for example in May-July.  
 

4.2.4 The Borås case study 
 
The results for the Borås case study are briefly discussed in this section, whereas 
details can be found in Paper I. 
 
The decrease of CO2 emissions (tonne/yr), when an integrated district energy 
system was investigated, was larger in Borås compared to Skövde. One reason 
could be that the waste incineration capacity was larger in Borås than Skövde, 
which resulted in more waste heat to absorption cooling and reduced electricity 
need for compression cooling.  
 
Concerning the choice of cooling technology the results from Skövde and Borås 
are similar. With higher electricity price the use of absorption chillers increased 
more significantly in Borås than in Skövde, which also might depend on the larger 
waste incineration capacity in Borås. In Borås was also compression chillers with 
heat recovery considered. This technology was chosen when waste incineration 
not was used as marginal heat production.  
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The system cost, in the comparison between the integrated and non-integrated 
systems, was almost the same for Borås as for Skövde. The cost was reduced with 
a maintenance stop during summer and increased with a shutdown during 
springtime. A difference was however that when electricity prices were high during 
springtime the cost difference was markedly decreased. This was because in Borås, 
biomass-based CHP replaced the waste incineration during shut down and the 
produced electricity contributed to an income.  
 

4.3 Absorption technology for both cooling and heating 
production  

 
Absorption technology can be used both for cooling and heating production. In 
the summer the machine can run as a chiller producing cooling while in the 
wintertime the machine can work as a heat pump to upgrade low temperature heat. 
At cooling production the absorber and condenser are cooled with a cooling tower 
while this waste heat is connected to the district heating network during heating 
production. The technical aspect of the conversion between heating and cooling 
production also consists of diluting the absorbent during cooling production and is 
regarded as uncomplicated [Wettervik, 2004].  By using the same machine for dual 
purposes, the operating time for the machine can be extended and both economic 
and environmental benefits may be reached.  
 
This multifunctional aspect of the absorption machine has been studied in a case 
study performed on Uppsala, a town in the middle of Sweden. This section is 
based on a master thesis performed at the Department of Chemical Engineering 
and Technology, KTH [Brorsson, 2005]; the author of this licentiate thesis has 
been supervising and participating in the work.  
 

4.3.1  Short description of the energy system in Uppsala 
 
The energy system in Uppsala comprises a waste incineration plant producing a 
total of 149 MW of process steam and district heating. During the winter season a 
flue gas condenser is used to condense the waste heat from the incineration plant, 
which is then upgraded in absorption heat pumps and delivered to the district 
heating network. During the summer, the flue gas condenser and absorption 
machines are shut down due to a low heating demand. 
 
The cooling demand in Uppsala today is 25 GWh/year and 25 MW cooling effect 
is available as waste cooling from a mechanical heat pump plant in the 
municipality. Due to the increasing market for district cooling the cooling demand 
is forecasted to increase to 80 GWh/year in the future with a peak cooling demand 
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of 65 MW. A way of meeting this increasing demand is to produce cooling from 
the absorption machines already existing. The potential cooling capacity from the 
absorption machines is in total 29 MW. Uppsala will be the first municipality in 
Sweden to use the absorption technology for both cooling and heating purposes.  
 

4.3.2  Optimal use of the absorption machine considering heat and cold 
production 

 

 
Since the absorption machine can produce both heat and cold it is of importance 
to investigate when the machine should be converted from one product to the 
other.  This aspect has been studied in an economic analysis performed in 
MODEST (see section 3.1 for further information about MODEST). The costs 
that have been taken into consideration are cost of waste destruction, electricity 
price and the income from delivering district heating and district cooling.  
 
Figure 4.4 presents the normalized cost per produced kWh cooling when the 
absorption machine was ran as a chiller during different months. The cost for 
cooling was normalized to the May-September case so that suitable comparisons 
could be made. The most profitable case for the absorption machine to produce 
cooling was during the period of May-September. Before and after this period the 
machine should work as a heat pump upgrading waste heat. The cost would 
increase considerably during the month of April (with 93 %) and October (with 78 
%) due to a larger heat demand. When the absorption machine was not available 
for heat production, the peak heating demand needed to be fulfilled by other 
means, i.e. by electrical boilers, which resulted in an increased system cost. 
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Figure 4.4. Cost (normalized) per kWh cooling produced as a function of months that the 
absorption machines are used for cooling production 
 
In June and August the cooling demand was high and it would be more profitable 
to produce the cooling by absorption chillers than by compression cooling. The 
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cost would increase during these periods (according to Figure 4.4) due to an 
increased use of electricity for cooling production from the mechanical heat pump 
plant.  
 
Since there is a competitive situation between the cooling and heating production 
from the absorption machines it will be important for the energy companies to 
analyse the market situation thoroughly. There could be a risk that the companies 
commit themselves to deliver a less profitable product, and are forced to produced 
cooling when it would be more profitable to produce heating, or vice versa.  
 
Another option instead of producing cooling centrally and deliver it as a product 
could be to sell more heat during summertime and produce the cooling locally in 
absorption machines attached to the heating net. This is probably not an option in 
Uppsala since they already have invested in absorption machines, but for other 
municipalities where the cooling demand is forecasted to increase it could be of 
interest. In this case a district cooling network is not necessary which could lower 
the costs for the energy company. The energy company would however have to 
lower the heat price during summertime to make it profitable for the customers.  
 
If the production of heating and cooling is not optimized together, there is a risk 
that the system benefits of absorption cooling will not show. There may be 
situations were it is not profitable to produce cooling centrally from absorption 
chillers since the driving heat is too expensive during summertime even though 
there is available waste heat in the energy system.  

 

4.4 Concluding remarks  
 

• From an economic perspective, the optimal choice for cooling technologies 
in Skövde and Borås is a combination of absorption cooling and 
compression cooling. In general, absorption chillers are used for base load 
during periods when there is a surplus capacity in the waste incineration 
plant and compressor chillers are used to handle peak load during the 
summer. 

 
• The cost of the system is affected by an integrated district cooling/district 

heating system. The largest profit is made when the shutdown of the waste 
incineration plant is made during summertime, the waste price being low 
and the electricity price high. A shutdown during springtime will increase 
the cost of the system in this analysis. Here the income from sold cooling 
and heating has not been taken into account, which may affect the results. 
In the studied municipalities it is not economical to move the shutdown 
period from summer to spring in order to get more waste heat for 
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absorption chillers during summer. It may however be possible to find an 
optimal scheme for shutdown to favour cooling production using 
absorption chillers.  

 
• The time for shutdown of the waste incineration plant greatly influences the 

combination of cooling technologies. The cooling production by absorption 
chillers is almost doubled when the plant is shut down during springtime 
compared to summertime, due to more heat from waste incineration was 
available during the summer.  

 
• A low cost of waste destruction will favor the use of absorption cooling 

regardless of the level of the electricity price. If the cost for waste 
destruction would increase, by a tax for example, the level of the electricity 
price can influence the amount of absorption cooling. A high electricity 
price will then favor the use of absorption chillers compared to 
compression chillers. 

 
• An integrated district cooling and district heating system gives possibilities 

to reduce CO2 emissions.  The CO2 reduction is the highest when a large 
fraction of the cooling demand is handled by absorption cooling. The 
results indicate how the energy system affects the choice of cooling 
applications and vice versa, which shows the importance of studying the 
dynamics in the overall energy system instead of studying the components 
by themselves. 

 
• An aspect not considered in these simulations is how the use of green 

certificates will affect the waste incineration. It could be possible that in the 
case of Borås the biomass-based CHP plant would run as base load instead 
of the waste incineration plant. These aspects could be considered in further 
studies.   

 
• In the Uppsala case study, the possibility of using an absorption machine 

for multipurpose has been investigated. Here, it serves as a heat pump in the 
winter and a chiller in the summer. Results show that using the machine as a 
chiller May through September is the optimal choice with regards to system 
cost. If the machine is used as a chiller in April or October, the heat 
demand must be satisfied with much more expensive alternatives such that 
the overall system cost increases dramatically.  
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5 Absorption cooling in a distributed energy system 
 
By combining the production of power, heat and comfort cooling (i.e. 
trigeneration cycles), it is possible to save fossil fuel as compared to the separate 
production of these commodities. Hence, the benefits of integration are both 
economic and environmental. This chapter investigates aspects of absorption 
cooling in a small-scale distributed energy system and summarizes the studies in 
Papers II and III.  
 
The potential benefits of gas engines, conventional and humidified, coupled to 
various types of absorption chillers were studied. The increased electrical yield was 
identified in the trigeneration systems and evaluated environmentally by calculating 
reduced CO2 emissions due to reduced electricity use for cooling production. An 
economic evaluation for the trigeneration systems was also performed. The system 
studies have been developed and new results have been added in this thesis 
compared to the studies in Papers II and III. 
 

5.1 Trigeneration 
 
Trigeneration is here defined as the combined production of electricity, heat and 
cooling. Absorption chiller units produce the cooling; a gas engine generates the 
driving heat. In small-scale plants natural gas is commonly used as fuel. In Europe 
the natural gas network is extensive and trigeneration is used in several countries. 
Japan and the US are other countries with large natural gas networks and an 
increased use of trigeneration plants. An advantage with these plants is their ability 
to be self-supportive. In case of a power outage, it could be a great benefit not to 
be connected to larger units and networks.  
 
The dominant applications for trigeneration have so far been local small-scale 
plants (0.1-5 MWe) within shopping centres, office buildings, industrial processes 
and hospitals. However, new areas for these kinds of plants are gaining interest. 
For example, Wärtsilä is building large trigeneration plants at the airports in Milano 
and Madrid, in the size of 33 MWe and 18 MW of absorption cooling [Frejman, 
2004].  
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5.2 Investigated components 

5.2.1 Humidified gas engine 
 
To further advance the efficiency of trigeneration, humidified gas engines (HGE) 
with flue gas condensation may be used. The humidified power cycles enable a 
significantly larger heat recovery as compared to a conventional gas engine.  The 
flue gas from combustion will have high humidity and the heat recovery could thus 
be improved. Due to the condensation of water, the total efficiency will be larger 
than 100% based on the lower heating value of the fuel (LHV); about 112 % for 
natural gas. The concept of a HGE, with flue gas condensation at atmospheric 
pressure has been suggested in a German patent [Patent DE, 1999]. If 
condensation is performed at higher pressure before the expander, the 
temperature of the recovered heat is more suitable for driving an absorption 
chiller. Such a pressurized HGE has been proposed in a Swedish patent 
application [Patent SE, 2003] and is considered here.  
 
The flow scheme for the HGE applying pressurized flue gas condensation is 
shown in Figure 5.1. The low temperature heat from oil coolers, generator and the 
final part of the flue gas condenser is used for humidifying the inlet air before the 
turbocharger. The heat from inter-cooling is used for further humidification in a 
pressurized adiabatic intercooler. Recoverable heat above 70/90ºC is obtained in 
the pressurized flue gas condenser, which means that inlet temperature is 70°C and 
outgoing temperature is 90°C. Heat from the jacket cooling and the flue gas 
condenser sums up to 65-70 % of the fuel LHV. The remaining heat, about 2 % of 
LHV, is lost through the condensate and in the flue gas.  
 
As compared to conventional gas engines (CGE), in a HGE a larger fraction of 
the heat of condensation is at a temperature suitable for operating absorption 
chillers. Also, the low temperature heat from oil coolers, generator, exit flue gas 
and intercooler is normally not recoverable in a CGE.  
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Figure 5.1. Humidified gas engine with pressurized flue gas condensation 
 

5.2.2 Absorption chillers 
 
Three different kinds of absorption chillers were investigated: conventional single-
effect absorption chiller, low temperature driven single-effect absorption chiller 
and double-effect absorption chiller. All three use lithium bromide and water as 
working media.  
 
The conventional absorption chiller, CAC, is designed for driving temperatures 
around 120°C and has a coefficient of performance, COP, of around 0.7 [Alefeld 
& Radermacher, 1994]. These cooling units may be used for lower driving 
temperatures (70-90˚C) but the result will be a lower cooling capacity and a 
decreased COP. The low temperature absorption chiller, LTAC, is especially 
designed for lower driving heat temperatures. Heat at 70-90°C may be used 
without lowering the COP of 0.7. The low temperature chiller could then operate 
on waste heat or heat from a district heating network. Results from the design and 
optimisation of such a low temperature concept have been published recently 
[Setterwall & Glebov, 2001; Glebov et al, 2003]. The double effect absorption 
chiller, DEAC, requires a higher temperature heat source (around 150 ˚C) than the 
single effect absorption chiller and can reach a COP of around 1.2 [Srikhirin et al, 
2001].  
 
The electricity requirement of the absorption chillers, ACe, was assumed to be 2 % 
of the produced cooling and is due to internal pump work. The electricity 
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consumption for these kinds of chillers may be higher depending on size and 
location of cooling towers. Since such power requirements strongly depend on 
local conditions, they were not considered herein. 
 

5.3  System studies 

5.3.1 Investigated systems 
 
The system was defined as an energy system delivering both electricity and cooling. 
The system consists of engine units, producing electricity and heat, combined with 
chiller units.  The fuel to the gas engine was assumed to be natural gas with a 
constant input. The components were treated as “black boxes” with technical data 
taken from the literature. Details such as pressure drops, and heat exchanger areas, 
were not considered. The model calculated the energy flows between the 
components inside the system.  
 
Various combinations of gas engines and absorption chillers were investigated in 
different system configurations.  Two types of gas engines, conventional and 
humidified, were connected to the different types of absorption chillers described 
earlier (section 5.2.2). The absorption chillers can recover varying amounts of heat 
from the engines, both depending on the chiller type and the engine type. Energy 
balances for the gas engines are presented in Table 5.1, where percent recoverable 
heat (based on fuel LHV) is shown for each chiller type.
 
Table 5.1. Energy balance for conventional and humidified gas engines 

1 120-150ºC, 2 100-120ºC, 3 70-90ºC 

Conventional gas engine, CGE Humidified gas engine, HGE  
 
 
 

Energy 
content,  
% of 
LHVfuel  

Recov.  
for  
DEAC1  
(%) 
 

Recov.  
for 
CAC2 
(%) 
 

Recov. 
for  
LTAC3  
(%) 
 

Recov.  
for  
DEAC1  
(%) 
 

Recov.  
for  
CAC2  
(%)  
 

Recov.  
for 
LTAC3 
(%)  
 

Electric power 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 
Jacket cooling 11 0 11 11 0 11 11 
Oil cooler 5.5 0 0 0 0 0 5.5 
Intercooler 8 0 0 4 0 0 8 
Sensible heat in  
exit flue gas 

 
30 

 
20 

 
22 

 
24 

 
23 

 
26 

 
27.5 

Latent heat from 
combustion  

 
12 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
7 

 
12 

Radiation, 
generator cooling  

 
5.5 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 
5 

Total (% of LHV) 112 60 73 79 63 84 109 
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5.3.2 Reduced electricity use and decreased CO2 emissions 
 
The model 
A reference system consists of a conventional gas engine, providing electricity and 
heat, and a mechanical chiller, MC, producing cooling. The reference system is 
shown in Figure 5.2. The cooling demand was assumed to be 2000 kW and the 
fuel input was set to 3000 kW.  The assumed cooling demand for the reference 
system could represent a larger shopping center. The electrical efficiency for the 
gas engine was 40 % and a COP of 3 for the mechanical chiller was assumed.  
 
 
 

Cooling 
Network 
2000 kW

533 kW

667 
kW 

Heat

1200 kW 
electricity 

Natural  
Gas 
3000 kW MC 

COP=3
CGE 
ηe=0.4 

Electrical  
grid 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2. Reference system  
 
The electricity used for cooling production was 667 kW and remaining electricity 
was exported to the electrical grid, in this case 533 kW. The heat output from the 
gas engine was regarded as waste heat and was not taken into account in this 
analysis. This waste heat was not considered to be used anywhere else in the 
energy system.  
 
The fuel input to the system and the cooling demand were constant parameters. 
Figure 5.3 shows the system configuration with CGE coupled to DEAC and CAC. 
Each system was complemented with mechanical chillers to fulfill the cooling 
demand of 2000 kW. The absorption chillers produce cooling from the waste heat 
from the engine and thereby they decrease the use of the mechanical chiller. The 
reduced use of mechanical chiller will reduce the electricity use and also increase 
the amount of electricity to the electrical grid. In the example shown in Figure 5.3, 
a total of 356 kW electricity was used for cooling production and 844 kW 
electricity was delivered to the grid.  
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Figure 5.3. Trigeneration system with CGE coupled to DEAC and CAC 
 
 
Calculations 
E  c, electricity for cooling production,  
The electricity for cooling production, Ec, in the systems was calculated by 
summarising the electrical use for mechanical cooling and for absorption cooling.  
 
COP 
A COP for each system was calculated by dividing the produced cooling effect of 
2 MW with the electrical use for cooling for each system.  
 
CO  2 emissions 
The calculations of CO2 emissions were based on the amount of electricity for 
cooling production. The electricity for the cooling production is assumed to be 
marginal produced electricity. Here it is assumed that coal-fired condensing plants 
deliver the marginal electricity production in Europe today (according to section 
3.3). The specific CO2 emission from coal-fired plant is approximated to 850 
kg/MWhe [STEM, 2000].  
 
 
Results 
The results are presented in Table 5.2 and consist of the electricity use for 2 MW 
of cooling production (Ec), COP for the trigeneration systems and the CO2 
emissions. The lowered electricity use and reduced CO2 emissions compared to the 
reference system (in percent) are also included. 
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Table 5.2 Electricity for 2 MW of cooling (kW, %), CO2 emissions (kg CO2/MWhc, %) and 
COP (kWc/kWe)  
 
System Ec

(kW) 
CO2  
emissions  
(kg CO2/MWhc)

Lowered Ec/ 
reduced CO2 
comp. to ref. 
syst. (%) 

COP 
(kWc/kWe) 

Reference 667 283 - 3 
CGE + CAC 464 198 30 4.3 
CGE + DEAC 441 187 34 4.5 
CGE + DEAC + CAC 356 151 47 5.6 
HGE + LTAC 213 91 68 9.4 
HGE + DEAC + LTAC 105 45 84 19 
 
 
According to Table 5.2 the trigeneration systems all reduced the electricity need 
for cooling production compared to the reference system and thereby increased 
the electrical contribution to the grid. The humidified systems contributed to the 
largest amount of saved electricity, up to 84 %, compared to cooling production 
with mechanical chillers. The trigeneration systems with CGE obtained electricity 
savings of 30 to 47 %. 
 
The COP for the humidified systems markedly increased compared to the 
conventional systems. By using low temperature waste heat for cooling production 
high efficiencies can be reached and a COP of 19 was obtained in the humidified 
system with DEAC and LTAC.   
 
The results indicate that there was no major difference in energy savings between 
the uses of single-effect chiller and double-effect chiller coupled to a conventional 
gas engine. The electricity use was nearly the same in these systems.  
 
The trigeneration systems all gave reduced CO2 emissions compared to the 
reference system using only mechanical chillers. The humidified systems had the 
lowest CO2 emissions of 45 kg CO2/MWhc for the system using DEAC and 
LTAC. This was corresponding to a reduction in emissions of 84 % compared to 
the reference system. If the marginal electricity is assumed to be delivered by 
another power producing technology than coal-fired condensing plants the CO2 
emissions for the trigeneration systems, as well as the reference system, will 
decrease which may lower the advantages for absorption cooling compared to 
mechanical chillers.  
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5.3.3 Net electrical yield 
 
The trigeneration systems can be evaluated by calculate a net electrical yield, ηe,net. 
The concept was previously described in section 3.4. The net electrical yield was 
calculated to enable comparisons with other electricity producing technologies. In 
this analysis the absorption chiller was assumed to produce the total cooling effect 
and no mechanical chillers were present. The cooling demand was therefore not 
assumed to be constant, and thus the amount of cooling produced was maximized 
for each case.  
 
Calculations 
The amount of cooling produced by absorption cooling can in each system be 
regarded as corresponding to an electricity saving. The saving was calculated by 
estimating the electricity input needed for production of the same cooling effect 
using mechanical chillers, MCe. The calculations were made with a COP of 3 for 
the mechanical chiller. The net electrical yield, ηe, net, was calculated according to 
Equation 1. 
 
 ηe, net = (CGEe + MCe – ACe) / Qfuel  (Eq. 1) 
 
where Qfuel are the fuel input to the gas engine and CGEe  the electricity produced 
from the gas engine. MCe and ACe are the electricity consumption for the 
respective cooling technology. 
 
An example of the system calculation is shown in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4. Production of 993 kW of cooling with DEAC and CAC compared to separate cold 
production by MC.  
 
In this example system, the DEAC produces 720 kW of cooling from 600 kW heat 
recovered from the flue gas. Another 390 kW of heat is recovered from the gas 
engine and transformed into 273 kW of cooling by the CAC. As shown in Figure 
5.4, using MC requires 331 kW electricity in order to produce the same amount of 
cooling (993 kW). The electricity input to the absorption chillers will be around 20  
kW (2 % of the cooling effect). In this particular case, the net electrical yield 
becomes 50 %. 
 
Results  
The net electrical yield ηe, net and the cooling yield, ηc, are presented in Table 5.3. 
Here, the cooling yield is defined as the total cooling effect divided by the total 
fuel input.  
 
Table 5.3. Cooling yield and net electrical yield (%)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

System ηc ηe, net

CGE - 40 
CGE + CAC 23 47 
CGE + LTAC 27 49 
CGE + DEAC 24 48 
CGE + DEAC + CAC 33 50 
HGE + LTAC 48 55 
HGE + DEAC + LTAC 60 59 
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The cooling yield varied between the trigeneration systems investigated. The 
highest amount of cooling, 60 %, was obtained from the humidified systems, due 
to the higher amount of heat recovered from the gas engine.  
 
The net electrical yield varied between 47 and 59 % depending on the system 
configuration. The humidified systems gave the highest efficiencies compared to 
the conventional gas engine systems because they produced the highest amount of 
cooling. These high electrical efficiencies show that the concept of HGE in 
combination with an absorption chiller is a promising way to increase the net 
electrical yield when there is also a cooling need. For larger systems it may be 
possible to achieve higher efficiencies from the motor and reach even higher net 
electrical yields for the trigeneration systems.  
 

5.3.4 Economic considerations 
 
An economic evaluation was performed through a feasibility study for the 
different components. As compared to the reference system shown in Figure 5.2, 
the trigeneration systems investigated are associated with an extra investment cost 
for the absorption chillers and/or the heat recovery equipment for the humidified 
concept. The investments costs for the components can be found in Paper III. 
The investment cost was calculated on a yearly basis according to the annuity 
method (rate of interest = 8% and an economical life length of 20 year).  
 
Each trigeneration system produces electricity to be delivered to the grid. Extra 
electricity production for each system, Eextra, compared to the reference system 
could be calculated, according to Equation 2.  
 
Eextra = Egrid, system – Egrid, ref  (Eq. 2) 
 
This extra electricity produced in each system was regarded as an income. The 
extra investment cost for each system was withdrawn from this electricity income, 
which resulted in the profitability for each system. The profitability is plotted 
against the operating time in Figure 5.5. The electricity price was set to 40 
Euro/MWh and the operating hours varied between 1000-8000 hours/year. In this 
case, the COP used for the mechanical chiller was 3.  
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Figure 5.5. The profitability of trigeneration systems as function of hours of operation per year  
 
At few operating hours, around 1000-2000 h/year, none of the trigeneration 
systems would be profitable. The savings in electricity would not cover the 
investment of the components and it would be more economical to run a 
conventional gas engine with mechanical chillers for cooling production (the 
reference system). At around 3000 operating hours yearly the trigeneration systems 
with CGE were the most profitable. For more than 3500 operating hours per year, 
the trigeneration systems with the HGE would give the highest profit. For 
example, the system with HGE and DEAC+LTAC would give a profit of 50 000 
Euro/year at an operating time of 5000 hours/year.  
 
Calculations were also made for a higher electricity price, 60 Euro/MWh. A higher 
electricity price could be a likely scenario in the future with the deregulated 
European electricity market. In this case the profitability was higher at a few 
operating hours compared to the case with the lower electricity price. The 
humidified system would generate a net income from 2500 operating hours/year.  
 
The results from the economic evaluation could be seen as an indication of the 
profitability for each system. The investment costs used in the analysis are 
estimated values and may vary considerably depending on the specific installation. 
For example, if a cooling tower was needed the cost for the absorption chillers 
would increase.   
 

5.3.5 Influence of coefficient of performance 
 
Since absorption chillers are assumed to replace mechanical chillers the results of 
the system studies will depend on the COP of the mechanical chillers (here air 
conditioners). Air conditioners are available with different COP depending on the 
type and temperature lift. According to Adnot et al [2002] air conditioners on the 
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European market are available in the COP range 1.5-5, with an average value 
between 2.5 and 3. Calculations have been made with COP varying between 2 and 
4 in Papers II and III but only the results for COP=3 were presented in this 
system study. 
 
Figure 5.6 shows the influence of COP on the net electrical yield. Here, COP is 
varied between 2 and 5.  
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Figure 5.6. Influence of COP on the net electrical yield for the trigeneration systems.  
 
As shown, the electrical yield will vary depending on COP. With COP equals to 2, 
the net electrical yield varies between 51 and 69%. With a COP of 4 ηe, net will vary 
between 45 and 54%. Thus, more electricity could be saved if mechanical chillers 
with lower COP are replaced followed by increased CO2 reductions.  
 
 

5.4 Concluding remarks  
 

• Electricity can be saved when using absorption chillers coupled to gas 
engines in distributed energy systems instead of using mechanical chillers 
for cooling production. In an energy system that has a peak demand for 
electricity and cooling during the same period these kinds of systems are 
suitable. As compared to a reference system using mechanical chillers, the 
humidified trigeneration systems will reduce the electricity use up to 84 %. 
A COP of 19 (kWc/kWe) can be obtained compared to a COP of 3 for the 
mechanical chillers. 

 
• A net electrical yield is calculated in which the absorption chillers are 

credited for the electricity avoided by eliminating the use of mechanical 
chillers. The net electrical yield varies between 45 and 69 %, depending on 
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system configuration and COP for mechanical chillers. The humidified 
systems reach the highest net electrical yield, around 60 % (with a COP of 3 
for MC). For larger and more efficient motors the net electrical yield will be 
even higher.  

 
• Using a trigeneration system for extra electricity production and cooling 

production instead of mechanical chillers may reduce CO2 emissions. The 
emissions with a humidified trigeneration system are 45 kg CO2/MWhc 
(calculated with electricity produced by coal condensing plants). Using a 
humidified trigeneration system can lower the emissions by 84 % compared 
to the use of mechanical chillers for cooling production.  

 
• The economic evaluation shows that it will be profitable to invest in 

trigeneration systems when the operating time is greater than 2000 
hours/year. More operating hours, around 3500 hours/year, will favour the 
humidified trigeneration system. This system comes with a larger 
investment cost as compared to a conventional gas engine coupled to 
conventional absorption chillers.  Nevertheless, the increased amount of 
cooling obtainable from the humidified system results in reduced electricity 
input, which leads to net annual savings with the humidified system, 
compared to the conventional system. The electricity price is important for 
the profitability of the trigeneration systems. An increased electricity price 
will benefit the humidified system and make it profitable for installation 
from an operating time of 2500 hours/year.  

 
• The profitability of the systems varies with the number of annual operating 

hours. At a shorter operating time (1000-3000 hours/year) the humidified 
gas engine systems will probably not be the most economic choice for a 
Nordic climate considering power and cooling production, only.  However, 
during the colder months such systems will produce more useful heat to 
cover comfort heat and hot water demands. Thus, taking into account the 
yearly cooling and heating demand it is likely to show the cost and energy 
efficiency of humidified gas engine systems. 

 
For a warmer climate with more operating hours the humidified system can 
be a good investment considering the production of power and cooling, 
only. The humidified system will produce more cooling per fuel input and 
also generate a larger amount of electricity for export to an external grid. 
However, the humidified systems needs further development and are 
depending on the cooperation between engine suppliers and manufactures 
of absorption chillers.   
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• Developing and using trigeneration systems will offer smaller and more 
local distribution networks of power, heat and cold. These independent 
distribution networks have some great advantages compared to the larger 
networks, including a lower sensitivity and higher flexibility. The cost for 
energy distribution is lower in a small-scale system as compared to a larger 
network. In large-scale power production systems the electrical efficiencies 
are often higher than in distributed small-scale systems. In condensing 
plants fired with natural gas the electrical efficiency is around 55 %. 
According to the results on net electrical yield for distributed systems 
presented here, it can be energy efficient to use small-scale systems instead 
of a large-scale system. If there is a peak demand for electricity and cooling 
during summertime it could be very costly to expand large power plants to 
cover the peak electricity demand associated with the cooling demand. Also, 
such peak load power production would have to run on part load the rest of 
the year.  
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6 Concluding discussion 
 
 
In this thesis, the potential of absorption cooling has been investigated in two 
types of energy systems: a district energy system based on waste incineration, and a 
distributed energy system with gas engines for power production. Overall, the 
results show that absorption cooling is an energy-efficient cooling technology that 
contributes to great environmental savings in terms of reduced CO2 emissions. An 
important question is how and where absorption cooling is best used in the energy 
system? 
 
 
Absorption cooling versus compression cooling 
Absorption cooling has been evaluated in comparison with electrically driven 
compression cooling. Results herein showed that the combination of the two 
technologies was the most cost-effective option in a district energy system. 
Absorption cooling was suitable for base load whereas compression cooling 
worked best for peak load. The results also showed that the more absorption 
cooling that may be used to replace compression cooling, the more CO2 emission 
may be reduced. The focus should, according to these results, be to replace 
compression cooling in every possible way. But when doing so it is important to 
take the whole energy system into account and not just single components or 
subsystems such as a single cooling plant.  However, the driving heat has to be 
waste heat produced in an inexpensive and environmentally friendly way to give 
advantages for absorption cooling. If heat produced from biomass for example 
should be considered, one has to take into account where else the biomass could 
be used in the energy system.   
 
The electricity price was shown to be a factor that greatly influences the cooling 
production using absorption technology. As the electricity price increased, it was 
increasingly profitable to replace compression cooling with absorption cooling in 
the district energy system as well as the distributed system. In addition, important 
questions in the future are: how will electricity be produced, and what will the 
price of electricity be during the cooling season? It may be a great advantage not to 
be dependent on electricity, both from an economical and an environmental point 
of view.  
 
 
The absorption chiller as a power producing bottoming cycle 
For power production, there are advantages with a small-scale distributed system 
such as the gas engines considered in this thesis.  With small systems, there is less 
risk for large disturbances in power supply, and they can provide a higher 
flexibility. Also, the cost for electricity distribution is lower in a small-scale system.  
In large-scale power systems (e.g. using gas turbine combined cycles) the electrical 
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efficiency is often higher than in small, distributed systems.  However, according 
to the results in this thesis it was possible to obtain high electrical efficiencies in 
distributed systems when using absorption cooling as a bottoming cycle.  Values of 
the net electrical yields above 55 % were obtained in some cases.  This of course 
requires that there is a cooling demand to satisfy in the distributed system.  The 
conclusion is that it may be both cost and energy efficient to use such distributed 
systems if there is a coinciding peak demand of power and cooling in summertime.  
The alternative is to expand a large power plant to cover the peak load, which 
could be very costly.  Also, the expanded plant would run on part load, likely with 
a reduced efficiency for the rest of the year. 
 
 
Absorption cooling in combination with waste incineration 
Absorption cooling together with waste incineration was shown to be a successful 
combination in this thesis. The potential for such systems could be large in a 
future sustainable energy system. A reason for this is that free driving heat is 
supplied for cooling production at the same time as the problem with waste 
destruction is solved. Waste destruction is a growing problem all over the world at 
the same time as the cooling demand is increasing in many countries. This may be 
a way to deal with two problems at the same time. One problem with this solution 
is that if there is no heating or cooling network available these solutions would 
require large investments in new distributions systems. Since many of the countries 
needing cooling supply are developing countries, this means that financial support 
may be needed.   
 
 
Absorption cooling in a distributed or district energy system? 
The energy systems investigated in this thesis are examples of two possible ways of 
producing and distributing cooling. The results showed that the use of absorption 
technology was suitable in both a small-scale distributed system as well as in a 
large-scale district energy system. The results also showed large benefits with 
integration of the heating network with the cooling network. This may imply that 
central production of heat and cold could be the best option.  
 
A great obstacle towards more centrally produced cooling and heating may be 
cultural differences between different regions of the world. In several countries in 
Europe the energy-producing companies are used to run the business on their own 
and to work together towards collective solutions might feel strange. The thought 
that everyone should have control over their own heating and cooling production 
is well established.  Separate households often solve the supply of heat and cooling 
with small-scale heaters and chillers. There is also a well-developed natural gas 
distribution suitable for connecting these local heaters. In Sweden on the other 
hand there is a tradition of district heating where connected energy systems have 
been developed during the past 50 years. Companies are working together with 
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central heating production and distribution within the municipalities. Large 
networks have been built up and this way of thinking has become well established.  
 
Small and large-scale energy systems have however both advantages and 
disadvantages. A great advantage with the distributed systems is the independence 
provided, especially with regards to the production of electricity. In Sweden these 
distributed systems have not had much success yet. This is probably due to the 
wide-spread use of district heating in combination with no network available for 
natural gas. In the future it is likely that the use of natural gas will spread to 
Sweden in which case small, distributed systems could be of interest. 
 
 
Absorption cooling in Sweden or globally? 
Absorption cooling is an environmentally friendly way of producing cooling since 
the use of electricity is low. In this thesis the advantages have been shown in a 
district energy system in a Nordic climate as well as in a distributed energy system 
with large cooling demand and high operating hours. With a large number of 
operating hours the potential for absorption cooling increased since the largest 
environmental profit was made when as much electrically driven cooling as 
possible was replaced. But the operating hours may be increased in a Nordic 
climate as well by using the absorption machine for upgrading low-temperature 
waste heat when the cooling demand is low and heat demand is high. This double 
function of the absorption machine would increased the profitability for the 
technology and also contribute to reduced CO2 emissions.  
 
 
Aspects on system studies 
The work in this thesis pointed out the importance of studying the energy system 
as a whole, and not just focusing on separate components or sub-systems. When 
performing system studies one has to be aware of the assumptions made for the 
specific study. In this thesis large CO2 reductions were obtained for absorption 
cooling. These results depend on assumed technology for electricity production on 
the margin and what kind of compression chiller that is assumed to be replaced. In 
this thesis it was assumed that the reduced electricity use for cooling was produced 
in coal-fired condensing plants. Using coal-based electricity production on the 
margin, absorption cooling coupled to CHP will be advantageous with respect to 
CO2 emission as compared to compression cooling. This advantage could decrease 
in the future if electricity production to a larger extent may come from carbon-lean 
technologies. Also, if compression chillers with high COP´s (above 5) would be 
replaced, the benefits with absorption cooling will be lowered compared to the 
results presented in this thesis.    
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Absorption cooling has herein been investigated in combination with systems 
using natural gas and waste as fuel. Another future solution for the global cooling 
problem may be absorption cooling in combination with solar heat and geothermal 
heat. These environmentally friendly heat sources must however fulfil the demand 
for inexpensive driving heat to the chiller. Hence, demonstration of the cost-
effectiveness of such renewable cooling systems is of great importance. 
 
Finally, with regards to the results in this thesis absorption cooling will have an 
important role in the future energy system. With its contribution to environmental 
savings by recovering waste heat this technology will be a reliable cooling option in 
striving for a sustainable energy system.  
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7 Conclusions 
 
• Heat driven absorption cooling is an environmentally friendly way to produce 

cooling as it reduces the use of electrically driven compression chillers in the 
energy system. As the electricity demand per unit cooling produced is reduced, 
the CO2 emissions are also reduced. CO2 savings of 84 % could be reached in a 
small-scale distributed system. Results show however that the most cost-
effective cooling option is a combination between absorption cooling and 
compression cooling. 

 
• Absorption chillers are shown to be successful bottoming cycles to gas engines 

for combined production of power, heating and cooling. Humidified 
trigeneration systems have a potential to further increase the electrical yield and 
reduce the CO2 emissions. Net electrical yields above 55 % are demonstrated in 
some cases. Thus, provided there is a cooling demand, this small-scale power 
production shows electrical efficiency comparable to that of large-scale power 
plants.  

 
• By using absorption cooling in combination with waste incineration a cooling 

demand may be fulfilled at the same time as the problem with waste 
destruction is solved. A low cost for waste destruction is favourable for 
absorption cooling. At a higher cost, due to taxes for example, the use of 
absorption chillers may decrease and favour compression cooling. 

 
• The electricity price is of importance concerning the use of absorption cooling. 

A high price will benefit the use of heat driven absorption cooling. Since the 
electricity price is a parameter with large instability and uncertainty, there is a 
great advantage in reducing the use of electricity by using absorption chillers.  

 
• An integrated system of district heating and cooling will result in reduced CO2 

emissions and lowered system cost, compared to separate production of heat 
and cold. The results show the importance of studying the energy system as a 
whole and not only the separate component.  
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8 Suggestions for future work 
 
This thesis has shown the potential of absorption cooling as a sustainable energy 
solution in the future. Earlier studies have also presented the environmental 
advantages with the absorption technology. Despite promising results there still 
seems to be some difficulties in implementing this technology. Important issues 
for future studies may be to identify the obstacles for absorption cooling, in 
Sweden and also worldwide. Could the use of heat-driven cooling increase with 
legislating instruments such as taxes? Will there be any effects on the use of 
absorption cooling due to the trade with CO2 emissions?  
 
The dual use of absorption technology, to produce cooling and heating, should be 
further investigated. How will the increased operating time improve the system 
concerning cost and environmental aspects? What are the technical issues involved 
in optimising such equipment? Studies could also be made on a small-scale 
distributed system.  
 
Further investigations of absorption chillers as bottoming cycles for power 
production should be made to increase the total electrical yield. Studies could be 
made on large-scale system such as combined cycle plants, and relevant 
comparisons could be made with other electricity producing bottoming cycles, 
such as the Kalina cycle. 
 
Absorption cooling should be studied in a global perspective. Due to a large 
cooling demand around the world and high operating hours for these chillers, large 
environmental and economical benefits may be achieved globally with absorption 
chillers. With regards to the combination of waste incineration and absorption 
cooling it is of interest to study the opportunities around the world. Is the amount 
of waste enough to take care of a major part of the worlds cooling demand? To 
study absorption cooling in a global perspective with the world as the system 
boundary would probably result in many interesting and thinkable aspects. 
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10 Nomenclature 
 
 
AC absorption chiller/cooling 
ACe  electricity input for absorption chiller 
CAC conventional absorption chiller 
CC compression chiller/cooling 
CGE conventional gas engine 
CHP combined heat and power 
CO2 carbon dioxid 
COP coefficient of performance; amount of cooling (kW)/total amount of 

driving heat (kW) 
DEAC double effect absorption chiller 
E electricity (kW) 
HGE humidified gas engine 
MC mechanical chiller 
MCe electricity input for mechanical chiller 
LHV lower heating value of fuel (MJ/kg) 
LTAC low temperature absorption chiller 
T temperature, °C 
ηc cooling yield; total cooling effect/total fuel input (LHV) 
ηe electrical efficiency; produced electricity/total fuel input (LHV) 
ηe, net net electrical yield 
Qfuel fuel input (kW) 
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